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Abstract 
This paper proposes surveillance camera software system which runs on personal computer without hard disk. Several kinds of 
surveillance camera software have been proposed and some of them are free software. However, these kinds of software need   
personal computer which has some operation system and users which have ability or knowledge of computer. These facts are 
hurdles of spreading or installing surveillance camera. The surveillance camera software which is proposed in this paper is USB 
memory style software and works on personal computer without hard disk. This software does not require operating system 
because USB memory has operating system in it. This system is made based on Knoppix which is one of the Linux distributions 
and Linux free surveillance camera software.  
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Today, Japan public security is becoming worse because crime increases and especially, many serious crimes 
such as kidnapping, burglary and murder increases. In order to prevent serious crimes, surveillance camera is one of 
the powerful tools and surveillance cameras are spread wildly recent years in Japan. It is known that there are many 
surveillance cameras in London, where about 800,000 of security cameras are used. These cameras played an 
important role in identifying suspects of the London bombings occurred on 7th July, 2005. In Japan, surveillance 
cameras often played an important role in arresting criminals such as ATM robbers, kidnapper or so on. These show 
effectiveness of surveillance cameras. However, installation of surveillance camera takes much cost, for example, 
there are some cases that one surveillance camera takes 200,000 to 300,000 Japanese yen. This fact shows that 
spreading of surveillance cameras is difficult. This is one of the problems of spreading surveillance cameras. 
Fujii and some members including the second author of this paper have proposed a novel concept on operating a 
security camera system named “e-JIKEI Network” (Fujii et al., 2004; Fujii et al., 2005a; Fujii et al., 2005b). These 
members have also established “the Society for the e-JIKEI Network” (Yoshiura et al., 2005; The e-JIKEI Network 
Promotion Institute, 2003) in 2003 to promote and realize the proposed concept nationwide and worldwide. Based 
on the Society, the incorporated nonprofit organization (NPO) “the e-JIKEI Network Promotion Institute” has been 
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established in 2009. The e-JIKEI Network Promotion Institute has proposed an inexpensive system based on a 
personal computer with which residents can keep watch on what happens around their houses. The Institute has also 
provided the free software which is suitable for the concept on the web site (www.e-jikei.org) (The e-JIKEI 
Network Promotion Institute, 2003).  
Because free software is proposed from e-JIKEI Network Promotion Institute, one of the problems of spreading 
surveillance camera can be solved; those who would like to install surveillance camera can use the free software and 
inexpensive network camera or USB camera. However, installation of free software requires knowledge of computer. 
Thus, person unfamiliar with computer such as old person cannot use this free software. 
With respect to surveillance camera, there is a movement that used personal computer is tried using for 
surveillance camera. There are many used personal computers in the world because improvement of computer 
technology is very fast and people changes their personal computer according to this improvement. One of the 
problems of using used person computer is that personal computer has some consumption articles. Especially, hard 
disk should be replaced for surveillance camera system. Therefore, to use used personal computer for surveillance 
camera system is not always economical.  
In order to solve the problem mentioned above, this paper proposes USB memory for surveillance camera system. 
This USB memory contains operating system and surveillance camera software. The personal computer without 
hard disk can be surveillance camera after this USB memory is inserted. The persona computer boots by USB 
memory boot strap and surveillance camera software also begin to run in the operating system boot process. The 
USB memory enables to use used personal computer for surveillance camera system without replacing hard disk and 
installing new operating system. 
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Figure 1.  How to use the proposed system 
2. The proposed system 
This paper proposes the software system which enables to use surveillance camera system in personal computer 
without hard disk. Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed method. The proposed method consists of two steps; 
one is to remove hard disk from used personal computer and the other is to insert USB memory which contains 
surveillance system.  
In order to realize it, we use Knoppix as operating system which is used in surveillance camera system. Knoppix 
is one of Linux operating system distributions and free software. The motivation of developing Knoppix is to rescue 
the system or system hard disk which is cracked. Because of this motivation, Knoppix has ability to boot from CD-
ROM or DVD-ROM drive or USB memory. Today Knoppix is one of the forensic tools.  
Ohta, who is a member of E-Jikei Network Promotion Institute, makes Dairi Eye smart-ux which is free software 
of surveillance camera and runs on Linux operating system. This software is released by the web page of E-Jikei 
Network Promotion Institute (Dairi Eye smart-ux 2008). 
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By using two packages of software, Knoppix and Dairi Eye smart-ux, we can make surveillance camera software
which realizes the system of Figure 1; USB memory which is proposed in this paper is USB memory which has
Knoppix operating system and Dairi Eye smart-ux.  
Dairi Eye smart-ux is not user-friendly from several viewpoints. The first point is that user has to execute this
software on the command line although almost all people does not use command line. The second point is that user
has to know crontab which can run specific programs periodically because it needs crontab to delete images which
were saved in the past. Because USB memory which is used for surveillance camera software is used only for
surveillance camera software system, it can be specific for surveillance camera system. This paper implements web
based user-friendly interface into USB memory surveillance camera system. This USB memory surveillance camera
system stores recorded images in the USB memory itself. 
The current system is based on Knoppix 5.1.1 operating system and installed in the 4GB USB memory whose
price is 980 Japanese yen. 4GB memory is separated into two file systems; one is the 1GB read-only file system
which includes operating system program and the other is the 3GB rewritable file system which stores the images
recorded by surveillance cameras.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  PC used in this experiment 
Figure 3.  USB memory inserted into PC 
3. Experiment 
This paper tries out USB memory camera software system. Even if the duration is short, it is proved that USB
memory camera software works well. However, in several personal computers, this USB memory does not work.
One of the reasons is that such computers do not support the boot from USB, and one of the solutions is to update
BIOS of these computers or to use some USB boot assistant software. 
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The figure 2 shows the PC which is used in the experiment. This PC has 2.0GHz Celeron Pentium Processor and
1GB memory. This PC is four year old PC, which is not new one. The BIOS of this PC has the ability of booting
from USB device, in which USB memory surveillance camera system software can be used. 
The figure 3 shows that the USB memory is inserted into the PC. The system boots from this USB memory.
Using this system requires setting BIOS to boot from USB memory. 
The figure 4 shows the startup screenshot of the system. The terminal window appears and Dairi Eye smart-ux
can be invoked. The figure 5 shows the running of Dairi Eye smart-ux. The current system does not support full
color and display screenshot of the image recorded by cameras. This is one of the problems to solve.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.  Screenshot after system boot 
Figure 5.  Running of Dairi Eye smart-ux 
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The figure 6 shows the viewer of the recorded images. This is the Knoppix embedded software “Konqueror”.  
Double clicking of images shows the large size of images.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  Viewer of the recorded images 
4.  The problems to solve 
This paper makes USB memory surveillance camera system; however there are several problems. 
 
࡮ USB memory rewriting 
 Since USB memory is not strong for rewriting, durability of USB is one of the problems. Although the 
 proposed system continues working for one month, the duration of availability of USB memory should be 
 examined. 
࡮ Usability 
 The current system has several problems on usability. The user of this system has to know one option of 
 Knoppix boot to use memory space for recorded images, even if the user must only put “return key” for the 
 option. In order to use this system, the user has to know five or six things about Knoppix or the proposed 
 system. Although this does not seem to be difficult obstacles to use the system, it is required to reduce what 
 the user has to know. 
࡮ USB bootability 
 Recent PCs including four or five year old PC have USB boot function, but very old PC does not have USB 
 boot function. Such old PCs require some method to be used for surveillance cameras. One candidate of 
 methods is to use CD to boot and USB memory to store.  
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5. Conclusion 
This paper proposed the USB memory for surveillance camera system and confirmed that it works well as 
surveillance camera software system. This USB memory surveillance camera system makes it easy to use personal 
computer for surveillance camera system. Even the persons who do not have ability or knowledge for computer can 
install surveillance camera system because this installation needs only inserting USB memory. When used personal 
computers are used as surveillance camera system, several parts of them cannot be sometimes used because these 
parts have something wrong. For example, hard disk is a consumption article and one of the parts that are broken 
most easily. It should be avoided to use hard disk of used personal computer for surveillance camera system. Thus, 
the personal computer from which the hard disk is removed should be used as surveillance camera system. In order 
to use such a personal computer, there are two choices; one is to install new hard disk.  This choice also requires 
installation of new operating system, which is hard work for the person who does not have knowledge of personal 
computer. The other choice is to use USB memory surveillance camera system. This choice requires only inserting 
USB memory and surveillance camera system works well. Therefore, USB memory surveillance camera system is 
better that replacing hard disk. 
Another problem of used personal computer is license problem; in the case of windows operating system 
personal computer, the operating system software license problem may be faced, that is to say, some operating 
system is restricted to users if it is specific license software such as academic version, site licensed version or so on. 
However, USB memory surveillance camera system can solve these problems. Moreover this system seems to make 
maintenance easy because USB memory is only object of maintenance.  
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